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Abstract
We propose to use the Knaster–Tarski least fixed point theorem as
a basis to define recursive functions in the Calculus of Inductive
Constructions. This widens the class of functions that can be mod-
elled in type-theory based theorem proving tools to potentially non-
terminating functions. This is only possible if we extend the logical
framework by adding some axioms of classical logic. We claimthat
the extended framework makes it possible to reason about terminat-
ing or non-terminating computations and we show that extraction
can also be extended to handle the new functions.
Categories and Subject Descriptors F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings
of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Pro-
grams; F.4.1 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]: Math-
ematical Logic—Lambda Calculus and Related Systems
General Terms Verification
Keywords least fixed point semantics, non-terminating functions,
the Knaster–Tarski theorem, automated theorem proving, program
extraction
1. Introduction
For theoretical computer scientists, the Knaster–Tarski least fixed
point theorem, as well as its application – the first fixed point
theorem of Kleene [30], is a firm theoretical ground to assertthe
existence of objects defined by recursive equations. These objects
can be inductive types or recursive functions as in [17, 16].We
consider the following generalised statement of the Knaster–Tarski
theorem [1]:
Theorem 1 (Knaster–Tarski; complete p.o.).Given a monotonic
functionf on a chain-complete partial order, consider the follow-
ing transfinite sequence{xi}:
x0 = ⊥
xα+1 = f(xα)
xβ = the least upper bound of the chain{f(xα)}α<β
if β is a limit ordinal.
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The functionf has a least fixed point obtained by an iterative
process on{xi} starting fromx0. Moreover, iff is continuous then
the least fixed point is obtained in at mostω iterations.
To use this theorem, one should be able to express that the
domain of interest has the required completeness property and
that the function being considered is continuous. If the goal is to
define a partial recursive function then this requires usingaxioms
of classical logic, and for this reason the step is seldom made in the
user community of type-theory based theorem proving. However,
adding classical logic axioms to the constructive logic of type
theory can often be done safely to retain the consistency of the
whole system.
In this paper, we work in classical logic to reason about poten-
tially non-terminating recursive functions. No inconsistency is in-
troduced in the process, because potentially non-terminating func-
tions of typeA → B are actually modelled as functions of type
A → B⊥: the fact that a function may not terminate is recorded
in its type, non-terminating computations are given the value ⊥
which is distinguished from all the regular values, and one can rea-
son classically about the fact that a function terminates ornot. This
is obviously non-constructive but does not introduce any inconsis-
tency.
One of the advantages of type-theory based theorem proving
is that actual programs can be derived from formal models, with
guarantees that these programs satisfy properties that arepredicted
in formally verified proofs. This derivation process, knownas ex-
traction [27, 19], performs a cleaning operation so that allp rts of
the formal models that correspond to compile-time verifications are
removed. The extracted programs are often reasonably efficient. In
this paper, we also show that extraction can accommodate thenew
class of potentially non-terminating functions.
When axioms are added to the logical framework, three cases
may occur: first, the new axioms may make the system inconsiste t;
second, the new axioms may be used only in the part of the models
that is cleaned away by the extraction process; third, the axioms
may be used in the part that becomes included into the derived
programs. There is no need to discuss the first case which should
be avoided at all costs. In the second case, the extraction process
still produces a consistent program, with the same guarantee of
termination even if this guarantee relies on classical logic reasoning
steps. In the third case, the added axiom needs to be linked toa
computation process that implements the behaviour predicted by
the axiom. We claim that this can be done safely if the Knaster–
Tarski least fixed point theorem is given a sensible computation l
content.
Kleene’s least fixed point theorem can be used to justify the
existence of recursive functions, because these functionsca be de-
scribed as the least fixed point of the functional that arisesin their
recursive equation. However, it is necessary to ensure thatthe func-
tion space has the properties of a complete partial order andthat the
functional is continuous. These facts can be motivated using a sim-
ple development of basic domain theory. With the help of the axiom
of definite description, this theorem can be used to produce a func-
tion, which we shall callfixp, that takes as argument a continuous
function and returns the least fixed point of this function. When the
argument offixp is a functional, the least fixed point is a recursive
function, which can then be combined with other functions tobuild
larger software models.
With respect to extraction, we also suggest a few improvements
to the extraction process that should help making sure that fairly ef-
ficient code can be obtained automatically from the formal models
studied inside our extension of the Calculus of Inductive Construc-
tions.
The Knaster–Tarski least fixed point theorem guarantees two
important properties of the function that is defined by the itera ive
process. The first property is that the obtained function satisfies the
fixed point equation. The importance of fixed point equationsis
straightforward [3, 4]. This fixed point equation is useful when we
want to prove properties of the function, for instance, thatunder
some conditions it is guaranteed to terminate. The second property
is that the least fixed point is obtained in at mostω i erations. As a
result, we can reason by induction on the length of computations,
thus providing a poor man’s approximation of what is calledfixed
point inductionin [30]. This possibility allows to prove properties
of the function result when it exists, and can also be used to prove
that under some conditions a function fails to terminate.
In this paper, we give an overview of our basic formalisation
of domain theory. Then, we show how this theory can be used
in the definition of simple recursive functions. We give examples
with proofs about recursive functions. We discuss extraction and
execution of the recursive programs that are obtained in this way.
Future work and related work is reviewed at the end of the paper.
All the experiments described in this paper were done with Coq
[13, 6] and can be found in the Internet from the first author’sweb
page [7].
2. Domain-Theoretic Constructions
Our domain-theoretic development, found at [7], comprisesba ic
ideas of domain theory built on the notion of a preorder, thatis a
theory of (pointed) complete preorders as formalised by C. Paulin-
Mohring [26]. In addition to the constructive complete preorders
of Paulin-Mohring, we introduce flat complete preorders that we
define making certain non-constructive steps which are to bespec-
ified below. Various libraries of domain theory already exist in sev-
eral proof systems. Therefore we just invite the reader to grasp the
basic constructions by reading our development since thesecon-
structions are quite standard for such a library.
In the present paper we abbreviate “pointed complete preorder”
as “cpo”, following the convention in [26], and we systematic lly
omit the word “pointed”. In Figure 1, we summarise some useful
notation.
We define the following inductive type which is equivalent to
the standardoption type of Coq:
Inductive partial (A : Type) : Type :=
Def : A → partial A | Undef : partial A.
The typepartial is introduced in order to provide the hiding mech-
anism that would prevent the user of our library to encode, for in-
stance, a classical proof for the halting problem but still permit un-
constrained use of the standardoption type of Coq. This hiding
mechanism, which is just a side-effect of the continuity proofs, en-
sures that no value of the kindDef x is returned in the caseUndef
of a pattern-matching construct. The abstraction of the typpartial
also guarantees the safety of optimisations suggested in Section 6.
(The consistency of the system and the validity of the extraction
process do not depend on this abstraction.)
ord preorder
cpo (pointed) complete preorder, cpo
o
→ preordered function space
m
→ preordered monotonic function space
c
→ preordered continuous function space
O
→ function cpo
M
→ monotonic function cpo
C
→ continuous function cpo
nat ord natural numbers ordered by≤
chain O nat ord
m
→O
o (preordered) function application
@ monotonic function composition
==O derived equality on the preorderO
Figure 1. Notation
Theflat preorderon a typeA is defined by specifying a binary
relation≤partial A such that, forx y : A, x ≤partial A y iff x = y or
x = Undef. We denote this flat preorder by&ord A.
Lifting of the flat preorder to a flat cpo requires a non-constructive
definition for thelub function. Namely, using the excluded middle
law of classical propositional logic we can prove≤&ord A being
complete in a sense that, for each chainc on &ord A, there exists
anx such that∀n, c n ≤&ord A x and∀y, (∀n, c n ≤&ord A y) →
x ≤&ord A y, which proves the two laws for the required least up-
per bound function. Since we can prove that this least upper bound
is unique, using the classical definite description axiom:
Axiom constructive definite description :
∀ A (P : A→Prop), (∃! x : A, P x) → { x : A | P x }.
we obtain aΣ-type definition for the least upper bound of a chain
c on A that contains two parts: an elementa of &ord A and the
proof of a being the least upper bound ofc. In this way we obtain
the functionlub&ord A : chain (&ord A) → &ord A as the first
projection of thisΣ-type object. Thus we have a cpo structure on
&ord A; we denote it by&cpo A.
The constructive definite description axiom is quite strong.
However, it does not make the system inconsistent, assumingthe
predicativeSet. By introducing this axiom the only thing one loses
is the assurance that it will be possible to extract a sensible program
form any proof. In Section 6 we show how the extraction mecha-
nism can be instructed to extract correct programs from definitions
made with our library.
The constructive definite description axiom is incompatible
with variants of the Calculus of Constructions, where theSet sort
is impredicative, due to the Chicli–Pottier–Simpson paradox [11]
which was shown to hold for even a weaker version, the classicl
definite description axiom (inProp rather thanType), in the pres-
ence of classical logic. Therefore our development is restricted to
the predicativeSet which is, fortunately, default for Coq.
3. Kleene’s Fixed Point Theorem
The well-known fixed point theorem of Kleene, see [30], has a
mild generalisation in the setting of complete preorders. Below we
outline a formalised proof for this statement. Our proof follows the
lines of the classical textbook proofs found in, e.g., [22, 30]. The
fixed point functional defined for this proof can and will be used
in this paper to define partial recursive functions and reason about
them.
The construction of the fixed point functional is closely relat d
to the one given in [26]. First, we define a functionf iter as follows
(⊥ denotes the bottom element of the cpoD):
Fixpoint f iter (D:cpo)(f:D
m
→ D)(n:nat ord) : D :=
match n with
0 ⇒ ⊥
| S n’ ⇒ f (f iter f n’)
end.
Then we prove monotonicity off iter and defineiter of type
chain D to bef iter with the attached proof of monotonicity; and
we define the functionf fixp to be the least upper bound of this
chain.
Definition f fixp (D:cpo)(f:D
m
→ D) : D := lub (iter f).
We prove the fixed point propertyf fixp f == f (f fixp f).
Next, we define the required fixed point functional which is a
continuous version off fixp, and we also have the corresponding
fixed point property.
Definition fixp (D:cpo) : (D
C
→ D)
C
→ D := . . .
Lemma fixp eq : ∀ D (f:D
c
→D), fixp f == f (fixp f).
In fact, the type offixp with implicit argumentD, that is(D
C
→
D)
C
→ D, is not a continuous function cpo as it may seem from
the above definition. It is implicitly coerced by Coq to the class of
functions,Funclass, whose objects are of the form(∀ x:A, B), for
A B : Type. Therefore a proper argument forfixp has typeType.
This is exactly the case withf : D
c
→ D since the type of here
is implicitly coerced toType. Moreover, note that a coercion from
D
c
→ D to Type requires only one step, whereas a coercion from
D
C
→ D to Type would have required two.
This allows to formalise Kleene’s theorem as follows:
Theorem 2 (Kleene). ∀ (D:cpo)(f:D c→ D),
f (fixp f) == fixp f ∧ (∀ x, f x ≤ x → fixp f ≤ x).
The fixed point returned byfixp is the least by construction; it is
the least upper bound of theiter chain, which allows reasoning on
partial recursive functions.
4. Fixed Point Definitions of Partial Recursive
Functions
To model partiality of a functionf0 with arguments of typeA and
values of typeB, first we define a recursive functionf : A →
&cpo B for which we ought to construct a continuous functional
F of type
(A
O
→&cpo B)
C
→(A
O
→&cpo B)
such thatf = Ff . A proof of such a functionalF being continuous
is usually non-trivial but considerably regular. For a proof, ne
might use the following intuition: The condition of continuity of
F corresponds to the interpretation of “potential non-termination”
according to which every expression containing a potentially non-
terminating computation should fail to terminate if it actually uses
the value returned by this computation and that computationfails
to terminate. To use the value of a potentially non-terminating
computation one needs to write a pattern-matching construct on
this computation: the continuity condition will be satisfied if we
ensure that the valueUndef is returned in the caseUndef of this
matching construct.
For example, consider the minimisation functionalµ defined as
follows: for all A : Type, f : A → nat → nat, the value ofµf is
a functiong : A → nat such thatg x is defined and has valuey if
and only ify is the least value for which(f x) y = 0 holds. From
this definition it follows thatg x is undefined in case no least value
y is found, that isµ can be used to define partial functions.
Let A:Type andf:A → nat → partial nat. First, we specify a
functionalf mu as follows:
Definition f mu (mu : A → nat → partial nat) :
A → nat → partial nat :=
fun x y ⇒
match f x y with
Undef ⇒ Undef
| Def 0 ⇒ Def y
| ⇒ mu x (S y)
end.
Then we prove monotonicity and continuity off mu and spec-
ify the functionsmono mu andcont mu with the proofs of mono-
tonicity and, respectively, continuity attached as follows:
Definition mono mu :
(A
o
→ nat ord
o
→ &ord nat)
m
→ (A
o
→ nat ord
o
→ &ord nat)
:= . . .
Definition cont mu :
(A
O
→ nat ord
O
→ &cpo nat)
C
→ (A
O
→ nat ord
O
→ &cpo nat)
:= . . .
Once the continuity proof is completed, we can define the func-
tional with a command of the following form:
Definition mu := fixp cont mu.
Now we can illustrate the use of ourmu. Note that the value
|a− b| onnat, for a andb in nat, can be defined using the standard
truncated subtraction onat as (a − b) + (b − a). Consider the
functionλxy.|x − y2| with the following definition:
Definition abs x minus y squared (x y : nat) :=
Def ((x - y*y) + (y*y - x)).
The value ofµ(λxy.|x − y2|)k is defined if and only ifk is
a perfect square. This can be defined in Coq as follows (with the
trailing 0 being the value fory in f mu):
Definition perfect sqrt (x:nat) :=
mu abs x minus y squared x 0.
Next, we demonstrate some proof ideas concerning this partial
recursive function.
5. Certification of Functions
In [30], Winskel describesfixed point inductionas a technique for
proving properties of least fixed points of continuous functions.
This style of induction is restricted to certain predicateswhich
are calledrefining in his work. The same notion also appears in
HOLCF, see [29, 21], under the name ofadmissiblepredicates and
the authors argue that it is important to provide strong automa ion
facilities to manage the corresponding proofs of admissibility. Our
work is less advanced than HOLCF – we do not provide automated
admissibility proofs – still we provide basic techniques for proofs
about recursive functions with flat target types.
In our setting, we want to prove properties of functions obtained
usingfixp and we have two tools at hand. The first tool is the lemma
fixp eq. The second tool is an omnipresent lemma that we employ
to return a value of the least upper bound of a chain on a flat cpo:
Lemma lub flat cpo witness :
∀ (c : chain &cpo), ∃ n, c n = lub c.
The above lemma can be used to prove that, for any input, the valu
of fixp f can also be computed byiter f n for some natural number
n:
Lemma fixp flat witness :
∀ (A B:Type) (f : (A
O
→&cpo B)
C
→(A
O
→&cpo B)) (x:A),
∃ n, fixp f x = iter f n x.
Proof.
intros A B f x.
Next, we extract a witnessn using lub flat cpo witness from the
chainiter f o x on&cpo B; the witness equality(iter f o x) n =
lub (iter f o x) is given the nameHn:
destruct (lub flat cpo witness (iter f o x)) as [n Hn].
We provide thisn as the witness:
exists n.
and rewrite the goal with the witness equality:
rewrite Hn.
We arrive at the goalfixp f x = lub (iter f o x) which is proved
by unfolding the structure off:
case f; intro f’; case f’; reflexivity.
Qed.
Thus the numbern is an upper bound on the number of recursive
calls that are needed to compute the value off x. Thanks to this
theorem, one can reason by induction onn and simulate the fixed
point induction of [30]. Notably, there is an additionalmatch goal
with step required before ther write step in some specific versions
of Coq where the unification algorithm is not powerful enoughto
solve the given higher-order unification problem.
For instance, usingfixp flat witness we can conclude (by sim-
ulating the fixed point induction) with the following lemma which
asserts that the functionperfect sqrt never terminates on inputs not
being perfect squares.
Lemma perfect sqrt Undef :
∀ x, (∀ y:nat, x 6= y*y) → perfect sqrt x = Undef.
Proof.
intros x Hx.
unfold perfect sqrt, mu.
destruct (fixp flat witness 2
(@cont mu nat abs x minus y squared) x 0) as [n Hn].
rewrite Hn.
apply perfect sqrt Undef iter with (1:=Hx).
Qed.
For the proof, we extract a witnessn and give the nameHn to the
corresponding witness equality:
Hn: fixp (cont mu abs x minus y squared) x 0 =
iter (cont mu abs x minus y squared) n x 0
then, after therewrite step, we arrive at the goal
iter (cont mu abs x minus y squared) n x 0 = Undef
that is proved by a technical lemma we will explain shortly.
In the proof of this lemma we refer to the two-argument ver-
sion of fixp flat witness (which can be proved either directly or
by uncurrying followed by an application of the one-argument
fixp flat witness):
Lemma fixp flat witness 2 :
∀ A B C (f : (A
O
→ B
O
→ &cpo C)
C
→ (A
O
→ B
O
→ &cpo C)) x y,
∃ n, fixp f x y = iter f n x y.
and then we refer to the following statement proved by induction
onn:
Lemma perfect sqrt Undef iter :
∀ n x y, (∀ z:nat, x 6= z*z) →
iter (mono mu abs x minus y squared) n x y = Undef.
Proof.
induction n.
Now we have to prove the inductive basis:
∀ x y:nat, (∀ z:nat, x 6= z * z) →
iter (mono mu abs x minus y squared) 0 x y = Undef
and the proof is easy:
reflexivity.
Next, we prove the inductive step:
∀ x y:nat, (∀ z:nat, x 6= z * z) →
iter (mono mu abs x minus y squared) (S n) x y = Undef
which we do by case analysis:
simpl; unfold f mu; simpl.
intros x y Hxneq.
case eq (x - y * y + (y * y - x)).
The first case,x-y*y + (y*y-x) = 0; we conclude by contradiction:
intro Heq0.
contradiction (Hxneq y); omega.
The second case,x-y*y + (y*y-x) = S n0; we conclude by the
inductive hypothesis, that isIHn:
intros .
apply (IHn x (S y) Hxneq).
Qed.
The third tool provided in our library is the following lemma
that relates computations done wither and values of a recursive
function:
Lemma iter Def eq fixp :
∀ A B (f : (A
O
→&cpo B)
C
→(A
O
→&cpo B)) x n v,
iter f n x = Def v → fixp f x = Def v.
Using this lemma, one can compute values of recursive functio s,
provided that none of these values isUndef. One simply needs
to guess the right argumentthat leads to a definite value of the
form Def v which in this case is known to be the value of the
recursive function for the corresponding argument. The problem is
to decide whether a given numbern is the right one. If the chosen
value is too small, the value returned by the iterative process is the
uninformativeUndef.
For the sake of the example below we can prove the two-
argument versioniter Def eq fixp by uncurrying and then apply-
ing iter Def eq fixp (the alternative direct proof is easy):
Lemma iter Def eq fixp 2 :
∀ A B C (f:(A
O
→B
O
→&cpo C)
C
→(A
O
→B
O
→&cpo C)) x y n v,
iter f n x y = Def v → fixp f x y = Def v.
Now we can demonstrate a simulation of an iterative computation:
Lemma compute perfect sqrt 36 : perfect sqrt 36 = Def 6.
Proof.
unfold perfect sqrt, mu.
apply iter Def eq fixp 2 with (n:=100); reflexivity.
Qed.
The number 100 used in this example is only required to be an
upper bound on the recursive calls enough to computeerfect sqrt
36 (in this case 7 would be enough). This approach may be used in
reflexive tactics, for example, in a proof that involves computation
of the value of a recursive function. One can try a fixed number
of calls, and if a value of the formDef is returned, the proof can
proceed, otherwise the tactic fails, which nevertheless does not
signify the divergence of the recursive function.
6. Extraction to Functional Programming
Languages
The functionperfect sqrt from Section 4 can be successfully ex-
tracted using the extraction mechanism provided by Coq. Theex-
tracted code exhibits the expected partial behaviour, thatis it loops
exactly on arguments which are not perfect squares. Below we
show how this can be made possible.
Some of our lemmas rely on theClassical and ClassicalDe-
scription extensions of the Coq libraries. These extensions add
only two axioms to the logic of Coq, namely, the axiom of ex-
cluded middle, and the constructive definite description axiom:∀ A
(P : A→Prop), (∃! x : A, P x) → {x : A | P x}. The antecedent
states that there exists a uniquex satisfying the propertyP but it
does not provide a method to constructx. The consequent asserts
that one can use this uniquex as a constructive value. Using this
axiom, one eliminates the distinction between constructive values
and logically unique values. This of course disrespects thedistinc-
tion betweenSet andProp that plays the central role during the
extraction process of Coq.
The extraction mechanism relies on the assumption that, forev-
ery element of the form{x : A | P x}, there exists a constructive
procedure for obtaining thex’s part. However, the axiom produces
elements of that form without providing any constructive proce-
dure. For example, theflat cpo type extracts to OCaml as
let flat cpo = {
o cpo = flat ord;
bot = (Obj.magic (Obj.magic Undef));
lub = (fun x → projT1 (ExistT
((match excluded middle informative with
| Left → constructive definite description
| Right → Obj.magic Undef), ))) }
Obj.magic casts a value of any type into typeObj.t, which is
convertible with any type, and is used, in this example, by the
Coq extraction mechanism to represent implicit coercions.Thefixp
functional in OCaml, after systematic inlining of functions and
erasing occurrences ofObj.magic, becomes
let fixp d = fun n → d.lub (f iter d ((fun c → c) n))
Thus one can see that, in OCaml, thelub of a flat cpo has essen-
tially no computational content, and thereforefixp on a flat cpo
does not compute the expected value. For this reason, the extrac-
tion mechanism expects the user to handwrite the procedure that
returns the expected value wherever the axiom is used.
We propose the following solution to this problem. The con-
structive definite description axiom is only used in the definitio of
the functionfixp, to transform the existential statement of Theorem
1 into a value that can be used in other functions. We can provide
a handwritten constructive content for the functionfixp, so that the
logical value of this function is not used, and hence make surthat
the definite description axiom is never used in the extractedode.
We simply need to choose a constructive procedure forfixp that can
be written in the target language of extraction and whose behaviour
corresponds to the behaviour described in the Coq development.
We construct a functionfix that computes the fixed point of
functionals. This function should satisfy the following equality:
f (fix d f) = fix d f
The introduced argumentd corresponds to the cpo argument in Coq
that is in most cases implicit there but explicit in OCaml. Changing
the orientation of the equation seems enough to do the job:
let rec fix d f = f (fix d f)
(** val mu : (’a1 → nat → nat partial) → Obj.t **)
let mu f =
Obj.magic (Obj.magic (fixp (funcpo (funcpo flat cpo))))
(Obj.magic
(Obj.magic
(Obj.magic (fun x x0 x1 →
match f x0 x1 with
| Def n →
(match n with
| O → Def x1
| S n0 → x x0 (S x1))
| Undef → Undef))))
Figure 2. Unoptimisedmu
However, this is not satisfactory in a call-by-value languae, since
this code directly attempts to computefix f again and enters a
looping computation. Execution can be delayed as follows:
let rec fix d f = f (fun y → fix d f y)
The obtained functionfix is the function we propose to attach
to the functionfixp for extraction purposes. The corresponding
instruction to the Coq extraction mechanism is the following:
Extract Constant fixp ⇒
”let rec fix d f x = f (fun y → fix d f y) x in fix”
There is a leap of faith in this binding, which is as strong as
the leap of faith one does when using extra axioms. In our current
understanding of this extraction strategy, we can give a partial
correctness result: when computation terminates and returns a first-
order value, the result is still predicted by the Coq model.
The extracted OCaml code is for the functionmu is shown in
Figure 2. Occurrences ofObj.magic correspond to implicit coer-
cions that appear in Coq.
For the rest of this section we assume that the argumentd of fix
is implicit.
Theorem 3. If the extracted code forfixp f a is some expression
fix f’ a’, and the computation offix f’ a’ terminates in the target
language, then the expressionfixp f a can be proved to terminate
with the corresponding value in Coq.
Proof. Assume that the extraction process behaves correctly for
expressions that do not containfixp. We reason by induction on
the number of steps in execution offix f’ a’. Whenfix f’ a’ is being
executed, the first steps lead to execution off’ (fun y → fix f’
y) a, and the subsequent steps concern execution ofa andf’. Any
execution of afix expression occurring inf’ or a uses less steps;
hence, these executions behave as predicted by the corresponding
fixp expression in the Coq model. Moreover, execution of(fun y →
fix f’ y) e has the same behaviour as execution offix ’ e. Together
with the assumption that the extracted code inf’ and a’ outside
of fix expressions behaves as expected, the latter consideration
ensures the property.
In our model of recursive functions, the valueUndef is only
used for functions that are undefined because they fail to terminate
(and henceUndef expressesdivergence). We say that a Coq expres-
sion contains aspontaneous divergenceif it contains an instance of
Undef which is not encapsulated inside a pattern-matching con-
struct on the typepartial, or if it appears in any of the partse and
e2 of a pattern matching construct of the following shape:
match e with Undef ⇒ e1 | Def ⇒ e2 end
The functions we produce in Coq always satisfy the property
that they contain no spontaneous divergence. We can also assume
that programs extracted to OCaml or Haskell inherit the corre-
sponding property from the initial Coq functions. We will now dis-
cuss optimisations that can be performed for this class of programs.
We have the following result:
Theorem 4. If an expressione contains no spontaneous divergence
then its value can never be the valueUndef.
Proof. One proves the statement by induction on the length of
execution ofe. The only sub-expressions that can produce the value
Undef are theUndef expressions that appear in theUndef branch
of a pattern-matching construct. In the pattern-matching construct,
the matched expression also has the property of containing no
spontaneous divergence and one can therefore use the induction
hypothesis.
We verified a formal Coq model of this proof in the context of
the Mini-ML language [12] extended with a data-type representing
the typepartial and the corresponding pattern-matching construct
[7].
If valuesUndef can never be produced then the encapsulations
of expressions inside the constructorDef and the operations of
removing the constructorDef done by pattern-matching turn out to
be redundant. These, along with the occurrences of typepartial, can
be recursively eliminated from the program since every insta ce of
Def e can be replaced withe and every instance of the construct
match e with Undef ⇒ e1 | Def x ⇒ e2
can be replaced withlet x = e in e2. In what follows, we denote
by e↓ the result of this recursive elimination ine.
Theorem 5. If e is an expression containing no spontaneous diver-
gence and the value of execution ofe isv then the value of execution
of e↓ is v↓.
As in Theorem 4, the statement can be proved by induction on
the length of execution ofe. We actually prove a more general state-
ment which also includes the environments in whiche ande↓ are
executed: we need to assume that the expressione is executed in an
environmentρ and the expressione↓ is executed in an environment
ρ↓, so that the value associated to each variable inρ↓ is obtained
by applying the elimination to the corresponding value inρ.
For example, if the value ofe is Def 3 then the value ofe↓ is 3.
If e is fun x → Def a, and the current environment bindsa with
Def 3 andb with 4, then the value ofe is the closure that can be
written
〈fun x → Def a, (a, Def 3) · (b, 4)〉
In this case,e↓ is fun x → a, the transformed environment bindsa
with the value 3 andb with 4, and the result of the evaluation ofe↓
is
〈fun x → a, (a, 3) · (b, 4)〉
Proof. Here we focus on the two most important cases:
1. If e has the formDef e1 thene1 also contains no spontaneous
divergence, and we can use the induction hypothesis on the
evaluation ofe1. Hence ifv1 is the value ofe1, the value of
e1↓ is v1↓. But in this case, we havee′ = e1↓ and the value of
e is Def v1↓. However, we obviously have(Def v1↓)↓ = v1↓,
which justifies the result.
2. If e has the form
match e1 with Undef → . . . | Def x → e2
thene↓ is the expression
(** val mu : (’a1 → nat → nat) → Obj.t **)
let mu f =
Obj.magic (Obj.magic (fixp (funcpo (funcpo flat cpo))))
(Obj.magic
(Obj.magic
(Obj.magic (fun x x0 x1 →
match f x0 x1 with
| O → x1
| S n0 → x x0 (S x1)))))
Figure 3. mu, optimised according to Theorem 5
let x = e1↓ in e2↓
If v1 is the value ofe1, we know thatv1 necessarily has the
shapeDef w for somew, becausee1 contains no spontaneous
divergence and therefore the result cannot beUndef. Therefore
the result of evaluation ofe is the result of evaluation ofe2
in the environment(x,Def w) · ρ. We call this valuev2. By
induction hypothesis on evaluation ofe1, we have that the result
of evaluation ofe1↓ is v1↓ = (Def w)↓ = w↓. Hence the
result of evaluation ofe↓ is the result of evaluation ofe2↓ in
(x,w↓) · ρ↓ = ((x,Def w) · ρ)↓. By induction hypothesis, this
evaluation yieldsv2↓.
A model of this proof was formally verified using the Mini-ML
description of the language. This proof is available in [7].
The extracted code of themu function can be optimised accord-
ing to Theorem 5 as shown in Figure 3. Thus we have eliminated
the typepartial from the code. Occurrences ofObj.magic still re-
main as traces of coercions that appear in the Coq code formu. All
these occurrences can be safely erased from the code.
7. Automation of the Least Fixed Point Definition
We develop a command we calledFcpo Function that allows to
define least fixed points of partial recursive functions and automate
certain routine steps in this process. The definition ofmu using the
new command (in its current version) is the following:
Variable A : Type.
Variable f : A → nat → partial nat.
Fcpo Function mu : A → nat → partial nat :=
fun x y ⇒
match f x y with
Undef ⇒ Undef
| Def 0 ⇒ Def y
| ⇒ mu x (S y)
end.
Then the command generates the recursive functionalf mu, as in
Section 4, and two proof obligations that the user is required to
satisfy in order to complete the definition:
1. The first obligation is the monotonicity proof forf mu, fol-
lowed by the automated definition of the monotonic version of
f mu, that ismono mu (see Section 4).
2. The second obligation is the continuity proof formono mu, fol-
lowed by the definition of the continuous version ofmono mu,
that iscont mu.
Finally, the required least fixed point ofcont mu is defined auto-
matically asfixp cont mu.
The syntax ofFcpo Function is the following:
Fcpo Function ident [binder1 [... bindern]] :
term1 := term2
whereterm1 is a type with targetpartial A, for A a type.
This command is compatible with the standard Coq extraction
procedure augmented by the two extraction constants, as we de-
scribed in Section 6.
8. Future Work
There are a few features related toFcpo Function that are now in
an early development stage:
1. Comprehensive automation of monotonicity and continuity
proofs.
2. Automated elimination of thecpo structure (and hence occur-
rences ofObj.magic) from the extracted code.
3. Techniques that allow to hidepartial from the user of the com-
mand.
In fact, hiding techniques would require full proof automation as
well since otherwise one would still need to work at the levelof
partial types during the work on proof obligations generated by the
command.
Our effort to formalise optimisations of the extracted code
should also be compared with efforts done to give a formal de-
scription of the extraction procedure, as studied by Letouzey [19]
and Glondu [15].
9. Related Work
The work described here contributes to all the work that was done
to ease the description and formal proofs about general recursive
functions. A lot of effort was put into providing relevant collec-
tions of inductive types with terminating computation deriv d from
the notion of primitive recursion [10, 25, 2]. In particular, it was
shown that the notion of accessibility or noetherian induction could
be described using an inductive predicate in [24]. This accessibil-
ity predicate makes it possible to encode well-founded recursion
when one can prove that all elements of the input type satisfythe
accessibility predicate for a well-chosen relation (such arel tion
is called well-founded). If it is not true that all elements are ac-
cessible (or if one cannot exhibit a well-founded relation that suits
the function being defined), the recursive function may still be de-
fined but have well-defined values only for the elements that can be
proved to be accessible. This idea was further refined in [14,8],
where termination is not described using an accessibility predi-
cate, but directly with an inductive predicate that actually describes
exactly those inputs for which the function terminates. As are-
sult, formal developers still need to prove that a potentially non-
terminating function is only used for inputs for which termination
is guaranteed and extracted programs inherit the termination guar-
antee. By contrast, the approach of this paper relieves the developer
from the burden of proving termination and does not guarantee it
either, which can be useful for some applications, like interpr ters
for Turing-complete languages (where termination is undecidable)
or functions for which potential non-termination is an accepted de-
fect.
There are analogous techniques that also do not require a termi-
nation proof. One such method isProp-bounded recursion based
on a coinductive monad [20, 9]. In this method the coinductive type
permits to represent infinitely long computations as (potentially) in-
finitely large objects of coinductive types. One is also ableto write
a function that directly refers to itself, which would be incompati-
ble with, e.g.,Fixpoint due to syntactic restrictions. However, the
coinductive methods require a more complex notion of equality due
to the presence of infinite objects, such as, in the case of [20], the
John Major equality which relies on theJMeq axiom of Coq.
Another work [4, 6] attempts to provide tools that stay closer
to the level of expertise of programmers in conventional functional
programming. The key point is to start from the recursive equation
and to generate the recursive function definition from this equation.
Users still need to prove that the recursive calls happen on prede-
cessors of the initial input for a chosen well-founded relation, but
these requirements appear as proof obligations that are generat d
as a complement of the recursive equation. The tool producesthe
recursive function and a proof of the recursive equation. Again, this
approach is restricted to total functions. Following this work as an
inspiration there was provided a more general commandFunction
[13] that supports several ways of defining recursive functions and
related objects such as induction principles.
In one of our experiments [5], we defined the semantics of a
small programming language in the spirit of [22, 30]. We usedthe
Knaster–Tarski fixed point theorem to describe the semantics of
while loops as suggested in [30]. Then we were able to prove that
when a value is returned, the same computation can be modelled
by a natural semantics derivation, using an encoding of the natural
semantics based on an inductive predicate. This reproducesa sim-
ilar formalised proof in [23]. Once extracted to ML, this gives a
certified interpreter for the language.
In an early version of the Calculus of Constructions, formali-
sations of the Knaster–Tarski least fixed point theorem werealso
used to show how inductive definitions could be encoded directly
in the pure (impredicative) Calculus of Constructions [17]. In this
respect, it is also worthwhile to mention that [16] shows howthis
theorem can be used to give a definitional justification of inductive
types in higher-order logic.
In this paper, we formalised only the minimal amount of do-
main theory just enough to make it possible to define simple pot n-
tially non-terminating functions and perform basic reasoning steps
on these functions. More complete studies of domain theory were
performed in the LCF system [28]. It was also formalised in Is-
abelle’s HOL instantiation to provide a package known as HOLCF
[29, 21]. We believe these other experiments can give us guidelines
for improvements.
10. Conclusion
There is a popular belief that type-theory based proof toolscan only
be used to reason about functions that are total and terminating for
all inputs, because termination of reductions is needed to ensur the
consistency of the systems in question. The major aim of thispaper
is to provide yet another way to model potentially non-terminating
functions. Our inspiration comes from the Knaster–Tarski least
fixed point theorem.
Our contributions can be summarised as follows.
First, we formalised a domain theory based on the notion of a
preorder and equipped it with flat cpos. This work is analogous
to Isabelle/HOLCF and allows one to provide potentially non-
terminating functions with a least fixed point semantics in Coq.
Second, we provided arguments in favour of our claim that the
fixed point combinator is the right computational value for the
Knaster–Tarski theorem and should therefore be used for extraction
of functional programs from Coq.
Third, we used two extraction axioms (least fixed point and con-
structive definite description) in course of extraction andobtained a
powerful way to represent in Coq potentially non-terminatig func-
tions and reason about them.
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